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Abstract
A hierarchical namespace is a common abstraction used for
data organization within modern file systems. Fast translation of namespace objects to physical locations is necessary
to carry out efficient file system operations. For reasons attributed to modularity, security, and to some extent legacy,
namespace translations involves iterative translation of intervening directory objects from the root of the namespace.
Namespace resolution is typically a multi-step process, potentially involving serialized I/O operations at each step.
In this paper, we propose a rethink of the strategy to fetch
pathname entries. Our technique, StepAhead, proactively
utilizes hints about namespace translation lookup failures to
enable parallel and just-in-time fetching of necessary path
translation data into memory to increase cache hits significantly. With StepAhead, we measure an increase in cache
hit rates for path translation data across a set of six workloads by as much as 51%, which in turn results in application
speed-up of as much as 20%.

1.

Introduction

File systems provide a hierarchical namespace abstraction
consisting of directories and files. The resolution of pathname targets involves fetching file system meta data and data
blocks. This resolution is a multi-step process. Each directory entry in the path (from root of the namespace tree to
the target file system object) is first translated to an inode
object, access permissions are checked, and the contents of
the directory are fetched in order to resolve the next entry in
the path; this continues in a serial manner for subsequent directory entries until the target’s meta data is resolved. Thus,
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pathname translation potentially requires serialized I/O operations for translating each entry of the target’s path.
The costs involved in pathname resolution within file systems have been dominated by meta data related operations
as documented in prior works [15, 22, 26, 28]. For example, Lensing et al. reported up to two times improvement in
application performance when all meta data was cached in
memory.
To minimize I/O operations during pathname resolution,
most operating systems employ translation caches [26] (e.g.,
the Linux dentry cache) to store the recently resolved entries. However, such caches have limited effectiveness. First,
while the translation cache can reduce the translation overheads for the frequently accessed path entries, cache size
limitations restrict such efficacy to extend to all path translations. Further, a translation entry’s lifetime in the cache is
dependent on presence of the associated file system object
in memory (elaborated in §2). To improve effectiveness of
the cache and to reduce the probability of I/O required for
translation lookups, translation mechanisms also implement
storage-local prefetching [5, 7] of spatially co-located translation meta data [16, 19]. Benefits of such prefetching are
based on two fundamental assumptions: (i) file translation
meta data for spatially located files in the namespace tree
exhibit spatial locality on storage, and (ii) namespace entries
that exhibit spatial locality in the namespace tree also exhibit temporal locality of access. The first assumption may
fail for a sufficiently aged file system [2, 23] name space
and the second is highly workload dependent. We demonstrate the limited effectiveness of existing translation caches
and conventional storage-locality based meta data prefetch
techniques in §2.
In this paper, we explore an alternate proposition:
Can pathname lookups be made efficient through parallel
prefetch of necessary disk data required for successful translation? To enable parallel prefetch of translation data, the file
system can determine the disk blocks required for the complete path translation to fill the cache before the corresponding pathname entries are requested. Doing so, however, is
non-trivial. In most Unix-like operating systems, the generic
path translation layer (e.g., VFS layer of Linux) is decoupled
from the file system implementation. Traditionally, the seri-

alized path resolution never requires meta data corresponding to more than one path entry at every step. We propose a
space efficient file system knowledge base which can be used
by the path translation layer to fetch the required disk blocks
of multiple path entries. We demonstrate that the benefits of
using such knowledge is significant; the cache hit ratio of
translations is improved by up to 50% hit resulting in workload speed ups of 8-20%.
We present StepAhead, a solution that populates the inmemory cache with path translation data just-in-time. All the
required data block read requests are queued simultaneously
to enable parallel fetching of meta data. StepAhead extends
the generic VFS abstractions to enable file system specific
accurate parallel prefetch implementations and improve the
VFS path translation performance (§3). We evaluate different filesystem workloads (§4) to explore the extent of benefits and overheads.
Our prototype implementation leverages the flexibilities
of virtualized systems to provide a minimally intrusive solution using virtual machines (VMs). The hypervisor builds
the knowledge base for the guest VM file system through virtual disk image introspection [17, 24]. The VFS extensions
are implemented through hypercalls, initiated from within
the virtual machine.

2.

Inefficiency of Pathname Lookups

Most POSIX compliant filesystems represent and expose
files and directories within a hierarchical namespace in the
form of a tree. This hierarchical structure induces translation dependencies across objects in the hierarchy leading to
inefficiencies in pathname lookup operations.
2.1

Anatomy of a Pathname Lookup

With UNIX-like operating systems, a virtual file system
(VFS) layer acts as the interface between the user space
API and the actual implementation of the filesystem. Translation of a VFS path to a file system object—file or directory, requires translation of each intermediate entry of the
path until the entry containing the target object. Most significantly, the translation of intermediate components of the
path is serialized as each path entry has to be validated and
the corresponding inode or data block location has to be
identified. This verification involves retrieving the data associated with intermediate (directory) objects, which in turn
may require access to the disk through the filesystem. To
minimize the translation overheads due to disk access, most
UNIX-like systems cache the frequently accessed intermediate directories as memory objects (e.g., dentry objects in
Linux) [3, 26] 1 .
An illustration of the VFS and filesystem
operations
corresponding
to
opening
the
file
/home/userB/images/2.jpg (for a filesystem mounted
1 In

this paper dentry is used to denote an in-memory directory or file
translation entry.

Figure 1: Serial I/O operations required to translate
/home/userB/images/2.jpg with initial valid dentries for
/, home, userB in the dentry cache. images, not found
in the dentry cache, triggers four I/O operations in total,
two involving directory data and two involving inodes.
at /) is shown in Figure 1. Assuming that the entries for
/, home and userB are available in the dentry cache, the
sequence of serial I/O operations needed for remainder of
the path translation are shown. When the dentry lookup
for images is unsuccessful, the VFS subsystem requests the
filesystem to create a dentry object for images. A typical
filesystem like EXT4 [16] would require two I/O operations,
(i) fetch the necessary directory content of the directory
userB to translate the name (i.e., images) to an inode,
and (ii) fetch the disk inode object for images. The name
resolution of 2.jpg cannot start until the name resolution
for images is complete. Resolution of 2.jpg also requires
two accesses to disk, as shown in part 3 of Figure 1. This
serialized execution can result in significant overheads with
each step requiring possible disk-access for resolution.
2.2

Effectiveness of Translation Caches

Translation caches [3, 26] serve limited purpose because of
the following reasons. First, the translation caches can not
serve first time lookups in a cold cache scenario. Second,
translation caches compete for memory in the system against
other caches [18, 30] (e.g., disk block cache or page cache)
and may be evicted due to memory pressure over the application’s life time. Third, even though the memory footprint
of dentry cache is small, a dentry is tightly coupled with
file system objects of significant size. The tight coupling is a
result of inherent dependencies across multiple independent
OS software layers performing pathname resolution, man-

Workload
boot
webserver
find
ccode
fileserver

% of failed
dentry-lookups
17
73
33
64
60

% of prefetched
inodes un-used
22
92
54
27
72

Table 1: Performance of dentry cache and static storagelocal prefetching.

age retrieved pathname objects, and cache pathname objects.
For example, in Linux, a dentry-cache entry for a file depends on the parent directory data (content) block and the inode corresponding to the file dentry, cached and managed
by the file system. If an inode memory object is evicted
out of memory, the translation entries of paths containing
the inode will need to be evicted as well to ensure meta
data/data consistency of files.
Serialized name resolution occurs upon misses of intermediate objects in the dentry cache. To understand the
significance of dentry cache misses, we executed several
workloads and measured the occurrences of name resolution failures. To cover the cold cache situation, we used the
system boot and find workloads with an empty dentry
cache. The webserver and fileserver workloads are load
profiles of the Filebench [1] benchmark. ccode is a multithreaded file read workload where every thread picks a random file within the Linux source tree to open and read. The
experiment was conducted on a Linux machine with 512
MB RAM using the EXT4 filesystem. Table 1 shows the
number of name resolution failures (at any level of translation). The total number of path translations requested for
boot, webserver, find, ccode and fileserver are 42K,
378K, 12.5K, 174K and 239K, respectively. On average,
across these workloads, 50% of the name resolution operations fail. The number of failed lookups is significant for
the webserver, fileserver and ccode workloads. The
dentry failures of webserver, fileserver and ccode
workloads were not only due to the dentry cache miss for
the first time access but because of the cache contention between the data and meta data in the steady state.
2.3

Effectiveness of Storage-local Prefetch

Some filesystems try to localize the inodes of a directory tree
in the disk block space at the time of creation. The existing prefetching mechanisms for file block caches, therefore,
apply spatial locality based prefetching to improve sequential reads. Upon an inode read from the disk, the surrounding blocks containing inodes are prefetched to expedite future inode lookups in the same directory tree [16]. This approach can be effective if the data access pattern is sequential
or accessed in chunks in a relatively young file system.

The effectiveness of such static prefetching for path
lookups, however, is limited because it relies on two additional assumptions. First, the built-in assumptions that (i)
there is significant temporal and spatial locality of creation
time of files and directories within a directory tree, and (ii)
second, that false positives due to the application usage pattern, do not result in significant wasted memory space and
do not induce I/O congestion. Table 1 demonstrates that the
extent of memory wasted in prefetching inodes that would
not be eventually used is between 10 and 80% across the five
workloads. Even more significantly, since inode grouping is
preferentially sibling-oriented, static prefetching may not directly expedite future inode lookups of inodes at lower levels of the namespace hierarchy, thereby compromising its effectiveness for path lookups. Furthermore, directory content
access in the process of the path resolution does not benefit
from spatial locality based prefetching because (i) it is difficult and restrictive to organize directory data in consecutive
storage blocks, and (ii) the exact access path is not known at
the time of creation of the directory tree.
Optimizations to address the limitations of dentry cache
and storage local prefetching should, (i) improve the path
translation performance while preserving the benefits of
dentry cache, (ii) perform targeted (pre)fetch of disk blocks
before they are required by the path translation process. To
meet the above objectives, StepAhead performs parallel
fetch of disk blocks [27] in a targeted manner in the event
of dentry lookup failures.

3.

The StepAhead Approach

StepAhead is designed to perform targeted prefetching of
only the disk blocks necessary for invoked namespace translation operations. It is designed for zero cache pollution and
efficient cache population via parallel prefetching of filesystem meta data necessary for namespace translations. In this
section, we discuss aspects of StepAhead’s design and challenges to realize them.
3.1

Design and Architecture

Figure 2 presents the architecture of StepAhead. At its core,
StepAhead enables the parallel fetch of disk blocks required
for translating the residual path fragment of a requested
namespace object when the first namespace object lookup
failure is encountered. While we use Linux/UNIX specific
terms to make our discussion of the design more concrete,
StepAhead’s design principles apply more broadly.
The Virtual File System (VFS) interface provides abstract
methods, implemented by actual file systems, to perform low
level file and directory operations. StepAhead proposes extensions to the VFS interfaces to provide dentry cache look
up failure hints to the file system. With StepAhead, the file
system layer uses the VFS layer hint to fetch necessary disk
blocks corresponding to the file system objects (inodes and

Figure 3: StepAhead optimizations in translation of
/home/userB/images/2.jpg when images not found in
dentry cache. INODE BLK and DIR BLK represent the
disk blocks containing the inode data and the directory content, respectively.
Figure 2: File system parallel prefetching with VFS layer
hints on dentry cache lookup failure. Shaded components
represent StepAhead additions/modifications.

directory data blocks) required for successful translation of the residual path.
StepAhead builds and utilizes a namespace knowledge
base (as shown in Figure 2) to prefetch the necessary disk
blocks required for namespace translation. The namespace
knowledge base identifies the mapping between a namespace object and the corresponding disk blocks as maintained
by the file system. The knowledge base can be created either by a walk of the name space tree during the file system
initialization or can be progressively built by observing the
name space object translation operations throughout the life
time of the file system. We use the former approach in a nonintrusive prototype implementation explained in (§3.2). The
name space knowledge base tree maintains block address
information pertinent to each name space entry (files and
directories). More specifically, block addresses of the following types of entries are stored in the knowledge base: (i)
file system storage primitives like super blocks and inodes,
(ii) file or directory translation information (e.g., indirect
blocks), and (iii) directory data.
The parallel prefetcher issues all the required block
I/O requests through the page cache layer to the block
I/O layer. Upon successful prefetch, file system objects
for the residual path requested by the VFS step-wise
translation can be served from the page cache. Consider the example path translation presented in Figure 1

for path /home/userB/images/2.jpg where the first
dentry lookup failure occurs for images. The corresponding StepAhead processing in such a scenario is
shown in Figure 3. The VFS layer provides a failure
hint with the complete path and the lookup entry that
failed, e.g., in the example above, the hint is the tuple
{</home/userB/images/2.jpg>, <images>}.
The sequence of dentry lookup (and create) operations
in the VFS layer remain unaltered while the StepAhead
extension of the file system issues block IO read requests
for—directory data block(s) for userB, block containing the
inode for images, directory data block(s) for images and
the block containing the inode for 2.jpg. All these IO requests are serviced in a parallel and asynchronous manner
w.r.t. the dentry operations during the path lookup. Therefore, in an ideal scenario, I/O requests after the userB directory data block read can be served from the page cache
(as shown by a dotted round trip in Figure 3) resulting in
efficient VFS path translation.
Effectiveness of the prefetch operation in improving
namespace translation cache hit rates depends on the accuracy of the namespace knowledge base. One challenge involves keeping the namespace knowledge base up-to-date in
presence of namespace updates. However, it is important to
note that the correctness of the namespace knowledge base is
desirable but not mandatory; it improves translation performance when accurate but does not affect the correctness of
file system operations when the knowledge base in not accurate. In the worst case, the parallel prefetch operations based
on out-of-date namespace knowledge base information may
be inaccurate. In such cases, namespace translation would

simply fetch the correct disk blocks corresponding to file
system objects when they are not found in the StepAhead
cache, without compromising correctness.
Implementation Details

We implemented a prototype of StepAhead for virtualized
systems using the Linux-KVM virtualization solution. Flexibilities enabled due to virtualization are useful to implement
StepAhead in virtualized systems to realize a quick initial
prototype. Our implementation avoids any intrusive changes
in the file system (of the virtual machine) and implements
the StepAhead functionalities for the virtual machine at the
hypervisor using virtual machine image introspection and
the host machine’s (filesystem) page cache.
In a virtualized platform, the virtual machine disk devices
are backed by virtual machine image files in the hypervisor.
From the hypervisor, the virtual machine image files (or
logical disk partition) can be accessed and analyzed [17, 24,
25] using simple user level file IO libraries and system calls.
Virtual disk image introspection [17, 25] is used to extract
name space knowledge from the virtual machine disk image.
Given the knowledge of the format for storing image files
and the filesystem used by guest OS to manage files, the
hypervisor can build the namespace knowledge base for the
guest OS’s filesystem. We have implemented name space
knowledge extraction for the EXT4 file system [16] from
the virtual machine disk image files. The knowledge base
is created and periodically refreshed for the virtual machine
under test.
The VFS layer of the guest operating system is modified
to invoke a hypercall on a dentry lookup failure to realize
the failure hint notification (§3.1). The hypercall handler of
the KVM hypervisor implements the parallel fetch through
namespace knowledge lookup to populate the hypervisor
page cache. In steady state, VFS dentry lookup failures are
passed to the KVM hypervisor, the namespace knowledge
base is consulted for the block mappings and disk blocks are
fetched in parallel. A dedicated Linux host process receives
information about lookup failures via the hypercall handler inside the kernel and implements StepAhead’s parallel
prefetching. The fetched disk blocks are stored in the host
machine’s page cache and are used to serve the guest OS’s
serialized VFS translation requests. This is possible because
the disk accesses from within the virtual machine traverse
via the host page cache which is used as the StepAhead
cache (Figure 2) in our implementation.

4.

Evaluation

We evaluated StepAhead using a machine equipped with an
Intel Xeon E5507 processor (8 cores) and 8 GB of physical memory running Ubuntu 12.04 Linux server with kernel version 3.10. We used the KVM hypervisor to create a
virtual machine with 512MB RAM, 1 VCPU and a virtual
disk of size 24 GB with two EXT4 partitions. We used well

# of files
365000
260042
0
2250

# of directories
31751
17507
25788
95

Table 2: Workloads and the operation domains.
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Figure 4: Application speedup with StepAhead.

known file system utilities—find, du, stat, touch, grep
and reading of directories (referred to as readdir), as workloads operating on different segments of the virtual machine
namespace (Table 2). The host machine’s page cache (operating as a second chance cache underneath the guest) cached
the disk blocks fetched by StepAhead.
4.1

Effectiveness of StepAhead

Workload speedup with a cold cache is shown in Figure 4
and is compared against a baseline system with same configurations for the guest and hypervisor page caches without StepAhead optimizations. Relative to the baseline system, StepAhead improved application performance by 19%,
18% and 15% for find, readdir and du, respectively. For
a data intensive application like (grep), StepAhead did
not result in any noticeable application improvements due
to the minimal presence of namespace translation operations relative to file data fetch operations. Namespace translation cache hit ratio improvements with StepAhead over
the baseline are shown in Figure 5. We verified that application speed up improvements for find, du and readdir
were on account of StepAhead’s effectiveness in improving namespace translation cache hit rates by 51%, 50%
and 43%, respectively. These improvements are attributed to
VFS layer hints which in turn resulted in fetching the translation data in one go. For example, for readdir-workload,
∼21000 blocks containing inodes and ∼36000 directory
data blocks were fetched using parallel prefetching technique of StepAhead.

Cache hit improvement

60
50
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0
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Figure 5: Cache hit improvement with StepAhead.
Disk image
size (GB)

#of files and
directories

dentry cache
size (MB)

8
16
24
40

80K
200K
275K
470K

152
259
412
662

StepAhead
knowledge
base size (MB)
5
10
14
23

Table 3: Memory requirements to store all entries in dentry
cache vs. size of the StepAhead knowledge base.

4.2

Overhead Comparisons

The overheads of StepAhead involve two resources, the
memory required to store the namespace knowledge base
and the CPU cycles required for path matching in order
to identify the blocks to prefetch. In Table 3, memory requirements of StepAhead’s knowledge base for different
disk image sizes and varying number of files and directory are shown. The memory requirement for the namespace knowledge base is directly proportional to the number
of files in the disk partition. On the other hand, to maintain entries in dentry cache for in-memory translation of
every file and directory, the memory requirement is significantly more (∼25x) compared to the StepAhead knowledge base size. For workloads used in this experiment (§4.1),
the CPU overhead of the StepAhead process was negligible
(5% CPU utilization in the worst case). We expect the CPU
overheads to further reduce for a native system implementation of StepAhead.

5.

Related work

Several research efforts have proposed hashing based techniques [14, 15, 26] to reduce meta data lookup latencies.
Full path hashing based resolution techniques present challenging issues like access control and prefix checks requiring intrusive changes to VFS functionalities. Our approach is
transparent to the VFS layer functionalities (e.g., access control mechanisms) and is complimentary to translation cache
optimizations. Meta data storage and management in specialized structures (e.g., key-value stores) for large scale dis-

tributed systems [3, 4, 10, 29, 33] operate at a higher level of
abstraction (on top of the local file systems). StepAhead is
orthogonal to these solutions.
File system organization improvements like multi-level
directory partitioning [30], coalition of meta data object
for—files in a directory [11] and semantically related
files [29, 31, 32], have been proposed to improve the efficiency of meta data operations. While in principle these
are sound optimizations, ubiquitous file systems are slow in
adopting the proposed changes because of the inherent complexities and lack of generality. Extent of StepAhead benefits will depend on the meta data placement strategy and
therefore will be an interesting evaluation of StepAhead.
Preferential treatment of meta data using differentiated
caching strategies [18, 19, 30] and usage of faster persistent storage devices (like SSD devices [6]) can improve access speeds of file system meta data. Effects of these optimizations are dependent on the file system size and individual memory load scenarios. StepAhead is complementary
to these efforts. Our approach is similar to optimistic path
resolution [8] and meta data prefetch [25] at NFS clients
to address the overheads of multiple network round trips.
StepAhead’s basic proposition borrows from these ideas
and proposes a generalized solution for local file systems.
Prefetching techniques exploring spatial locality of access [5, 9], multiple file stream correlations [7, 12], application directed prefetching [12, 27] and parallel prefetching [27] are interesting optimizations with respect to improving file read performance. StepAhead is capable of going
beyond the meta data related optimizations to incorporate
some of the above functionalities.
Virtual machine introspection has been used for robust
VM image management [17] and monitoring [21], to study
and exploit sharing opportunities [13, 24] and locating meta
data [25] in a VM image. Privacy sensitive requirements
for virtual machine image introspection have also been proposed [20]. StepAhead’s usage of VM image introspection
is limited to verification of the proposed file system optimizations in a file system non-intrusive manner.

6.

Discussion

Namespace knowledge management: File systems can
create and manage the knowledge space by—explicit name
space tree walk, or by iterative knowledge gathering over a
period of time. Namespace updating can be tricky to manage but can be addressed through periodic knowledge rebuilding or targeted updates to the changed namespace sub
trees. Since the file system manages all meta-data updates,
a targeted in-band update of the knowledge base also seems
feasible. For a virtualized system implementation (as is the
case for this implementation), monitoring writes to meta data
blocks (e.g., directory content) from the host to selectively
update the knowledge base in-band can be implemented.

Overhead considerations: StepAhead is designed as an
out-of-band optimization to ensure correctness. Incorrect
path name lookups in the VFS are detected only when the
first incorrect entry in the path is encountered. StepAhead
complements the VFS operations by fetching the meta-data
for path components only till the first incorrect entry in the
path. Access permissions related issues could reduce the utility of parallel fetching, which we believe is usage dependent
and needs to be characterized. StepAhead is cognizant of
disk bottlenecks and disable the prefetch optimizations in the
event of disk congestion (determined by checking the device
state information).
Extensions for just-in-time data fetching: The VFS layer
hints can also be used to fetch starting data blocks along
with the meta data blocks, of the file pointed to by a path.
A VFS dentry path lookup failure provides an indication
regarding the absence of data blocks of the file pointed to
by the path in the page cache. This intuition can be used to
guide the prefetching related extensions within StepAhead,
i.e., prefetch data blocks as well as meta data blocks. Further,
StepAhead can be used to estimate access patterns and their
correlations across files and design prefetching techniques
beyond sequential single file prefetching [7].

7.

Conclusions

StepAhead is a new approach to speed up namespace translations within modern file systems via file system introspection. It is based on the observation that the serialized I/O
involved in pathname translations can be eliminated and replaced with targeted, parallel, just-in-time fetching of all
meta-data required for successful translation. StepAhead
builds and utilizes its namespace knowledge base to identify and prefetch in parallel the disk blocks required for
namespace translation at the first instance of a lookup failure
during a translation operation. While the initial results with
StepAhead are promising, much work remains to be done in
fully exploring and evaluating this direction for applicability
in production systems.
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